Mycophenolic acid estimation by pooled sampling: a novel strategy.
The aim of the study was to determine the reliability of estimating area under the curve from 0 to 6 hours (AUC0-6) of mycophenolic acid (MPA) by pooling the blood samples from different sampling time points. Eighty 6-hour concentration-time profiles were obtained from 68 patients on mycophenolate mofetil and the MPA AUC0-6 was calculated. In the pooled strategy, each of the equally spaced time point samples was pooled into two samples. Two rectangles were created instead of multiple trapezoids and the sum of their areas equal to the MPA AUC0-6. The linear correlation (r), intraclass correlation, bias, and precision were calculated between the pooled MPA AUC0-6 and the MPA AUC0-6 derived from measurements at different time points. Pharmacokinetic profiles of an additional 20 patients were obtained to study the possibility of using fewer time points to create a single pooled sample to obtain MPA AUC0-6. The linear correlation (r) and intraclass correlation between pooled and measured MPA AUC0-6 was 0.982 and 0.979, respectively. There was a highly significant correlation (r) of 0.978 between the pooled versus measured for both MPA AUC0-3 and MPA AUC3-6. The mean bias and precision (95% confidence interval) for pooled with total measured MPA AUC0-6 was -6.4% (-7.8% to -4.94%) and 7.37% (6.21%-8.54%), respectively. The pooled sample approach using only five time points to estimate MPA AUC0-6 had an unacceptable bias and precision. Pooling 10 samples to a set of two samples gave a highly accurate measure of MPA AUC0-6. The advantages for a central laboratory are the high throughput of samples and the transportation of only two specimens from other centers, all of which leads to a reduction in cost. This approach is extremely useful for studies aimed at examining the bioavailability of mycophenolate mofetil in different ethnic populations within India.